Why Host an Immersion Experience?
Schedule a no cost, no commitment session in your office
to TEST DRIVE how Microsoft’s currently available project
collaboration tools – both on the desktop and in the cloud
- can seamlessly work together to help your organization
prioritize, select, plan, manage, collaborate and report on
your projects and non-project work.
Sessions are led by a certified Microsoft Partner and
designed to be interactive, experiential and fun. Your
Customer Immersion Experience includes:


Turnkey on-site setup of 10 tablets/4 smartphones



Fully functional, cloud-based software environment



One or more 2 to 3 hour sessions for up to 10
participants per session



Additional resources to support your further evaluation

You provide a conference room, internet access and users!

How to participate:
Email or call the following contact to schedule a
personalized Microsoft Project Collaboration Immersion
Experience for your organization:

Darwyn Azzinaro, BlumShapiro
Email: dazzinaro@blumshapiro.com
Phone: 860.570.6354
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Explore.

Experience End-to-End
Project Collaboration

Project Initiation. Analysis and Project Prioritization. Capacity
Planning. Project Team Collaboration. Reporting. Whatever PPM
challenge your organization is facing, Microsoft has a solution. Why
not experience these powerful products for yourself?
The Microsoft Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) session is a
hands-on introduction to Microsoft’s familiar, integrated and rolebased project collaboration and management tools. A true-to-life
user experience, CIE takes you through “a day in the life” of your
organization with collaboration capabilities that are available today.

During a CIE, you will have a chance to experience multiple
facets of Microsoft’s project collaboration software, including:

Collaboration
See how project sites, realtime conversations and IM,
and simple web access can
enable Team Members to
interact quickly and easily
with familiar tools.

Insight
View how Senior Mgmt.
gain increased
transparency through
dashboards, reports and
powerful business
intelligence.

Flexibility
Discover how templates
and role-based views
enable all users, both inside
and outside your
department.

On Any Device
Explore how your teams
and project stakeholders
can complete work from
virtually anywhere on
almost any device.

